SPACES MERL
Strategic Program for Analyzing Complexity and Evaluating Systems
Monitoring, Evaluation, Research, and Learning
SPACES MERL aims to bring a variety of tools and methodologies that
decision makers can use (alone or in combination) to enhance assessment
of innovation impact potential and to provide a comprehensive systems
analysis. This will improve decision-making and enhance program
interventions.
THE CHALLENGE
All development efforts involve working in complex systems. Unaided,
understanding and addressing such systems can be difficult. Without an
understanding of the dynamics of a system, interventions can be
unsustainable, result in multiple secondary, tertiary, and reverberating
effects, and even lead to unintended consequences. There is a need for
tools to better understand and address systems relevant to development.
THE INNOVATION
Tools to help better understand and address systems have transformed
numerous other fields such as transportation, manufacturing, aerospace
engineering, and meteorology. Currently, there is a need for a suite of tools
to help decision makers dealing with complex systems in international
development. Simply translating tools from other fields is not enough, since
international development has unique elements and challenges. There is a
need for a suite of systems tools tailored appropriately for international
development.
THE APPROACH
Our SPACES MERL Consortium will first conduct a landscape analysis of the
systems and complexity tools available for international development issues,
including tools that the consortium partners bring. SPACES MERL will then
help match available systems tools to different current international
development issues and questions around the world and, in selected pilot
studies, adapt and test the appropriate systems tools to address these issues
and questions. Based on findings from these pilot studies, SPACES MERL will
establish a toolkit of systems and complexity tools that can be used separately
or in various combinations by decision makers. Systems tools cover the
following categories: systems mapping approaches, systems modeling
approaches, narrative based approaches and indicator-based approaches.
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